
 

FASTENERS AND FITTINGS TERMS & CONDITIONS 

Pricing and Payment Terms 

Invoices: 

The minimum single invoice or billing charge is $100.00. You will receive your 
invoice once the goods have been shipped from our warehouse. 

Payment: 

Standard payment terms are net 30 days from the date of shipment. A 2.5% interest 
rate will be applied to invoices outstanding over 90 days. Invoices outstanding over 
180 days will be subject to further action. There may be a delay in processing new 
orders as a result of past-due invoices. We accept (payment options here). Credit Card 
processing is currently unavailable through our website. 

Pricing: 

For pricing please reference our current price list. All prices are subject to change at 
any time without notice. Once changed the new price will override and replace any 
previous prices that have been provided. Sales taxes are not included in our pricing. 
All quotes are valid for 10 business days. Part numbers and descriptions are willingly 
available to the customer. It is strongly advised that you review your part numbers and 
cross reference for accuracy before placing an order. All orders placed by Fasteners 
and Fittings must have final written approval from the customer. Once the customer 
approval is granted the order will be sent to the warehouse to be processed, therefore 
customers are liable for all product included on their approved order. Customers will 
take responsibility for any product discrepancies on approved orders. 

Packaging and Shipping Terms 

Packaging: 

All of our packaging is shipped standard in the options defined within our 
catalogue/price list. When placing an order please ensure to select the correct 



packaging that you wish to receive. Once the order is approved you reserve all 
liability regarding the packaging of an item. Prices cannot be altered due to selection 
negligence. The quantities of an order can determine the kind of packaging that the 
goods are received in. Please ensure that you have matched all quantities, package 
types and pricing before submitting an order whether it is via order desk, email or our 
website. 

Shipping: 

Unless otherwise negotiated all orders are shipped F.O.B the Fasteners and Fittings 
warehouse via freight collection or prepaid and charged on invoice. Lost or damaged 
goods during the shipment process are the carrier’s responsibility. If a package is 
received damaged due to carrier issues, please contact the carrier for instructions 
regarding the claim. The purchaser is solely liable for the loading and transport of all 
pick-up orders. Fasteners and Fittings waives all responsibility for any lost, stolen or 
damaged goods during the transportation process whether the items are shipped via 
carrier or picked up. Customer is solely responsible to request and provide any 
changes in billing or shipping address, or customer contact information. Unless 
specifically negotiated, Fasteners and Fittings will ship only to an existing customer 
address on file. 

Pre-Paid Freight:  

The following rules apply for accounts with negotiated pre-paid freight amounts. The 
pre-paid freight amount is the total dollar value of goods that are in stock and ready to 
be shipped on order date. Items on an order that are not in stock and/or placed on 
backorder do not contribute to the prepaid calculation. 

If pre negotiated, we will accept back orders and these back orders will be shipped 
with the next order that is eligible for pre-paid freight. The back-order amount will not 
be used to contribute to the prepaid plateau on the new order. 

In order for a shipment to qualify for pre-paid freight the shippable order value must 
exceed the prepaid amount assigned to the customer. 

Pre-paid freight amounts are calculated before tax. 

 

 

 



Order Process 

Web orders: 

Customers are responsible for entering orders via web accurately. Customer is 
responsible to know the plateau they must reach for prepaid freight (in the event pre-
paid freight has been negotiated)  

Web orders will be held in que for 60 minutes in order to allow errors or changes to be 
amended. All changes to web orders must be made via phone with the order desk. 
After 60 minutes the order will automatically be release for processing to the 
warehouse and no changes will be permitted. 

Orders that do not have prepaid freight plateaus will be shipped via Fasteners and 
Fittings choice carrier pre-paid and charged to customer. This amount for freight will 
appear on customer invoice. 

Non-Web orders: 

All customers will receive an order confirmation upon placing an order with Fasteners 
and Fittings. The order confirmation is the tool we use to confirm our understanding 
of items, quantities, agreed price, shipping arrangements, and all terms associated 
with an order. Customers are responsible to review the order confirmation for 
accuracy. Orders will be held in que for 60 min to allow changes after which the order 
will automatically be release to warehouse for processing. Customers are responsible 
to ensure orders meet pre-paid freight terms should they apply. 

In the event of disputes, the order confirmation will be used as the tool of settlement. 

Legal: Litigation will be held in Fasteners and Fittings local jurisdiction in the case of 
any legal dispute.  

Returns 
 
Effective January 1, 2019, returns and credits will only be issued under the following 
terms: All return processes, despite reasoning, must be initiated within the first 30 
days of receiving the invoice. All returned goods must be in the full quantity 
discussed, unaltered and in the original packaging. If there is an altering of the 
product or package an extra 10% restocking fee will be applied. The RMA 
acknowledgement form must be attached to every return. The product must be 
returned to our facility within 30 days of receiving the RMA acknowledgment form 
unless further discussed. The minimum value of goods being returned is $25.00, with 



exceptions for defective goods or items shipped in error. Any order cancellations or 
returns reported after 30 days will be subject to review and are not guaranteed for 
approval. Fasteners and Fittings reserve the right to refuse the return and the issuance 
of credit.  
 
All returns regarding customer errors, cancellations or fault will have a standard 
restocking fee of 15%. The freight to the originating warehouse will be covered by 
the customer. In the case of fault originating from Fasteners and Fittings, full credit 
will be applied, and freight will be covered back to the originating warehouse at our 
expense. All issues regarding non-conforming products must be made aware to our 
customer service department before the commence of return. All returns for non-
conforming products must be validated by the Fasteners and Fittings quality 
department before credit is issued. A restocking fee may be applied if the product 
has been altered by the customer once it has left our facility or once analyzed by our 
quality department. Fasteners and Fittings can refuse to grant credit for product that 
is returned used or damaged.  
 
Any return cancellations must be brought to our attention and approved by Fasteners 
and Fittings within 5 business days of receiving the RMA Acknowledgement form. 
In cases where the customer wishes to keep an over shipment or incorrect product 
they will be subsequently charged and invoiced for the goods.  
 
 
Warranty- Limitations of Liability 
 
Fasteners and Fittings sells commercial grade products and warrant that all products 
sold will be of correct quality at the time of shipment. Fasteners and Fittings is only 
responsible for the replacement of the defective products or the refund of the 
purchase price with provided written claims in respect of such products. Fasteners 
and Fittings will not be liable for any claims, losses, labour expenses or damages, 
direct or consequentially resulting in directly or indirectly from the use of, or 
inability to use the products. This includes the loss of profits, production and 
liabilities, claims and expenses in respect to third parties. Purchaser waives, releases, 
discharges, and agrees that Fasteners and Fittings is not liable for any risks, dangers, 
and physical damages associated with the act of loading, unloading, or use of our 
product including but not limited to bodily injury and property damage, regardless 
of Fasteners and Fittings negligence.  
 
 



Privacy Agreement 
 
Fasteners and Fittings is committed to protecting the privacy of its customers. This 
agreement acknowledges that any information given to Fasteners and Fittings will 
be protected and only used regarding your account. We will ask you to provide 
certain identification when using the website and when acting with accordance to 
your account. Please check this page on a regular basis to see if any of our policies 
regarding privacy have been altered or changed. In order to keep your information 
secure, you can only access your account information via log in. We put systematic 
electronic and managerial procedures in place to ensure that all information provided 
to our website and company personnel is both safe and secure. All information 
provided has restricted access and is stored and used only by Fasteners and Fittings. 
We will not disclose any information to 3rd party organizations unless permitted by 
law due to corporate amalgamation, reorganization or sale. 
 
Website Terms of Use 
 
The access and use of our website are subject to the following terms and conditions: 
Users cannot upload/transmit any content that will violate rights of any individual 
or group. Users may not use the website for any purpose that may violate any law. 
You cannot issue advertising or other unsolicited material. Attempts to disable and 
interfere with the functioning of the website is not permitted. When using secure 
areas of the website, you are responsible for the confidentiality of your personal and 
company accounts and passwords. The information provided to you on the website 
is obtained by sources that are believed reliable, however there is no guarantee or 
warrantee on content. Your use of the information and material on the website is at 
your own risk. It is your own responsibility to ensure that any products, services and 
information meet the proper requirements and installation standards. Everyone using 
the website shall agree that you are of age, in sound mind and competent to enter 
into the terms, conditions, obligations and warranties set forth by Fasteners and 
Fittings. Hereby using the website you agree to the above terms and conditions. If 
any are broken you will be subject to restricted access, and your account for the 
website will be terminated. 
 
 
Trademark 
 
All our trademarks are protected under Canadian law. Any unauthorized use of them 
is strictly prohibited and will end in serious consequences. All images including 
content, company names, artwork and logos are copyright material of their 



respective owners, all rights are reserved. You are not allowed to remove or use the 
notices contained within the website. 
 
 
Legal  

Any dispute arising from these Terms and Conditions is subject to the laws of the 
Province of Ontario and the laws of Canada applicable therein. Litigation will be 
held in Fasteners and Fittings local jurisdiction in the case of any legal dispute.  

 
 

 

 


